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Duresta has made luxurious upholstery in Nottinghamshire since 
1938. We provide handmade furniture created by highly skilled 
craftspeople, using the best materials and offering the highest 
levels of customer service. Our designs are constantly evolving 

and are considered to be the embodiment of classic 
English style, with a unique and individual touch.

We have mastered and refined traditional furniture-making 
methods to ensure every piece of upholstery we produce 
is perfect in every detail; we are proud of our history and 

dedicated to preserving the Duresta legacy. We have been 
champions of England’s artisan furniture-making heritage for 

over 80 years and will continue to produce finely crafted, subtly 
elegant pieces that will become future family heirlooms. 

Since 1989, Furniture Village has been a household favourite 
for furnishing your home. Together, Duresta and Furniture 

Village have built a strong relationship, with an experienced 
in-store sales team trusting Duresta’s product’s quality and 

craftsmanship, safe in the knowledge that every piece of Duresta 
furniture is designed for comfort and built to last.

Thank you for considering Duresta Upholstery.
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With Duresta, it’s what you don’t see that counts. Our highly-skilled 
craftsmen use sustainably sourced kiln-dried hardwood in all our 
frames to provide a stable and robust base upon which we create 

our designs– guaranteed to last 25 years. Coupled to the frame, each 
piece in the Luxury Collection features fully coil sprung cassettes for 

an unparalleled level of comfort. 

The Luxury Collection offers a carefully edited range of best quality 
fabrics from the world’s most prestigious mills, all hand selected by 

our design team and exclusive to Duresta. Our fabric experts display 
unrivalled pattern matching skills and every single piece is hand-cut to 
ensure a perfect finish. Add a personal touch to your Duresta with an 

exclusive choice of alternative wooden legs and metal finishes.

Designed and handcrafted in Nottinghamshire, England, you can be 
assured you will receive the best quality service from our experts at 

every step of your journey. 

All of this, and much more, is available in the Luxury Collection, 
exclusive to Furniture Village.
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MAYFAIR
Epitomising high-end luxury, the Duresta Mayfair collection lives up to 
its prosperous name. Expert craftsmanship shows in every detail from 

the hardwood frames and coil sprung platforms to the soft duck feather 
filled back cushions. Create your bespoke look from a wide choice of 

fine fabric upholstery. The sofas include two duck feather filled scatter 
cushions. From the Luxury Collection, only at Furniture Village.
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MAYFAIR

Our

FABRICS

Previous and current page: Mayfair 3 Seater Sofa 
shown in Alnwick Russet Stone with small scatters 
in Oscar Claret and Althorp Stripe Russet Stone.  
Wooden legs in Antique with Brass castors.

3 SEATER SOFA
99H x 204W x 99D cm

2 SEATER SOFA
99H x 185W x 99D cm

STOOL
40H x 82W x 49D cm

STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS  
·  Available in soft cover only 
.  Hardwood frame, coil sprung seat with 
   sprung edge, and serpentine sprung back 
.  Seat filling – Supawrap
. Back & scatter filling - Duck feather
. Back filling (High Back models) - Fibre 
. Wood finish - Antique 
. Castors - Brass
· Scatters - All Sofas: 2 small;
   Chair: no scatters 

OPTIONAL SPECIFICATIONS  

. Back & scatter filling - Fibre 

. Wood finish - Umber, Macassar, Ebony, or Mahogany

. Castors - Nickel or Antique Brass

*Denotes chargeable option
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CHAIR
99H x 103W x 99D cm

ALNWICK
Russet Stone

ALTHORP
Russet Stone

ALTHORP STRIPE
Russet Stone

3 SEATER SOFA
High Back

106H x 204W x 99D cm

2 SEATER SOFA
High Back

106H x 185W x 99D cm

CHAIR
High Back

106H x 103W x 99D cm

exclusively for

OSCAR
Claret

A wider range of luxurious fabrics and colours are available in store. 
Please ask your sales consultant for further information. 
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BERKELEY & BELGRAVE
At the heart of Duresta’s Berkeley & Belgrave collection is classic English 
style. The Duresta craftsmanship shows in the solid hardwood frames, 
coil sprung platforms, luxuriously comfortable foam seat cushions and 

feather filled back cushions. The finish cannot be faulted, with gorgeous 
upholstery and beautiful detailing. Furniture Village displays Duresta 

with an extensive range of bespoke options in store.
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REPLACE IMAGE

Previous page:  Berkeley 4 Seater Classic Back Sofa shown in 
Renoir Stripe Crimson, contrast piped in Rembrandt Crimson. 
Large scatters in Renoir Damask Crimson, and Rembrandt 
Crimson.  Finials in Umber with tie-backs in Summertime.  
Wooden legs in Umber with Nickel castors.

Below:  Berkeley details, shown in Renoir Stripe Crimson, 
contrast piped in Rembrandt Crimson. Finials in Umber with 
tie-backs in Summertime.

Bottom left:  Berkeley Chair shown in Renoir Stripe Crimson, 
contrast piped in Rembrandt Crimson.  Wooden legs in Umber 
with Nickel castors.

Bottom right:  Berkeley leg detail in Umber with Nickel castors.
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FABRICS

RENOIR DAMASK
Crimson

REMBRANDT
Crimson

RENOIR STRIPE
Crimson

AUBREY
Crimson

BERKELEY 4 SEATER SOFA
Classic Back

93H x 231W x 112D cm

BERKELEY 4 SEATER SOFA
Scatter Back

93H x231W x 112D cm

BERKELEY 2.5 SEATER SOFA
Classic Back

93H x 192W x 112D cm

BERKELEY 2.5 SEATER SOFA
Scatter Back

93H x 192W x 112D cm

BERKELEY 4 SEATER 
SPLIT SOFA
Classic Back

93H x 231W x 112D cm

BERKELEY 4 SEATER 
SPLIT SOFA
Scatter Back

93H x 231W x 112D cm

BERKELEY CHAIR 
89H x 85W x 98D cm

BERKELEY STOOL 
52H x 98W x 98D cm

BELGRAVE 2.5 SEATER SOFA
Classic Back

93H x 185W x 109D cm

BELGRAVE 2.5 SEATER SOFA
Scatter Back

93H x 185W x 109D cm

BELGRAVE 4 SEATER SOFA
Classic Back

93H x 224W x 109D cm

BELGRAVE 4 SEATER SOFA
Scatter Back

93H x 224W x 109D cm

The

BERKELEY & BELGRAVE
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A wider range of luxurious fabrics and colours are available in store. 
Please ask your sales consultant for further information. 

STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS  
· Available in soft cover only 
.  Hardwood frame, coil sprung seat with 
 sprung edge, and serpentine sprung back 
. Seat filling – Fibre
. Back & scatter filling - Duck feather 
. Wood finish - Antique 
. Castors - Brass
· Scatters - All Classic Back Sofas: 2 large & 2 small;
     4 Seater Scatter Back Sofas: 6 large & 2 small;
     2.5 Seater Scatter Back Sofa: 5 large & 2 small;
     Chair: no scatters

OPTIONAL SPECIFICATIONS  
. Seat filling - Duraluxe, Supawrap*, 
 Duck feather and down*, or Featherluxe* 
. Back & scatter filling - Fibre 
. Wood finish - Umber, Macassar, Ebony, or Mahogany
. Castors - Nickel or Antique Brass

*Denotes chargeable option
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CHELSEA VILLAGE
The skills of generations of craftsmen and women are behind Duresta’s 

bespoke Chelsea Village collection. The sofas and chairs are classic 
in style with scroll arms. They have hardwood frames, luxuriously 

comfortable seat and back cushions and are upholstered in only the 
finest fabrics. Furniture Village displays Duresta with an 

extensive range of bespoke options in store.
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Fitzroy
105H x 77W x 81D
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Our

FABRICS

LARGE SOFA
98H x 219W x 112D cm

MEDIUM SOFA
98H x 201W x 99D cm

RUPERT
Silver

TANGMERE
Silver

SMALL SOFA
98H x 161W x 99D cm

OSCAR STRIPE
Silver Birch

CAMDEN
Silver

OSCAR
Silver Birch

LARGE SOFA
High Back

104H x 219W x 112D cm

MEDIUM SOFA
High Back

104H x 201W x 99D cm

SMALL SOFA
High Back

104H x 161W x 99D cm

CHAIR
98H x 96W x 98D cm

CHAIR
High Back

104H x 96W x 98D cm

STOOL
46H x 79W x 54D cm

The

 CHELSEA VILLAGE
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A wider range of luxurious fabrics and colours are available in store. 
Please ask your sales consultant for further information. 

STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS  
· Available in soft cover only 
.  Hardwood frame, coil sprung seat with 
 sprung edge, and serpentine sprung back 
. Seat filling – Fibre 
. Back & scatter filling - Duck feather 
. Wood finish - Antique 
. Castors - Brass
· Scatters - Large Sofas: 2 large & 2 small; 
    Medium & Small Sofas: 2 small; 
     Chair: no scatters

OPTIONAL SPECIFICATIONS  
. Seat filling - Duraluxe, Supawrap*, or Featherluxe* 
. Back & scatter filling - Fibre 
. Wood finish - Umber, Macassar, Ebony, or Mahogany
. Castors - Nickel or Antique Brass

*Denotes chargeable option

Previous page:  Chelsea Village Large Sofa shown in Tangmere Silver, 
contrast piped in Rupert Silver.  Large scatters shown in Rupert 
Silver, and small scatters shown in Tangmere Silver.  Wooden legs in 
Umber with Nickel castors.

Below: Chelsea Village details, shown in Oscar Silver Birch.  Large 
scatters in Oscar Stripe Silver Birch, and small scatters in Camden 
Silver.  Wooden legs in Macassar with Brass castors.
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There are over 200 reasons that make each Duresta sofa simply the 
finest available with each member of the Duresta team committed 

to their individual craft. 

Our experts work closely together to produce handmade furniture 
with passion, skill and enthusiasm. We’re committed to preserving 
our legacy and offer a highly regarded apprenticeship scheme. This 
allows us to proudly pass down our wealth of experience and skill 

to the next generation of Duresta craftspeople. We look forward to 
seeing our apprentices’ skills growing and developing within our local 

community, and will follow their progress with pride. 

Many Duresta team members have produced perfectly 
hand-crafted pieces for well over 25 years, and are enthusiastic and 
committed advisors to our younger employees. We all work together 

with confidence to make Duresta’s future both 
skilful and successful.

‘It’s just the way we do it at Duresta’
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Duresta Upholstery Limited
Fields Farm Road, Long Eaton, Nottingham, NG10 3FZ England

furniturevillage.co.uk/duresta

DURESTA.COM


